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OW Gem is a unique, long-period, well-detahed, elipsing binary system, omposed oftwo evolved supergiant stars. Their spetrosopi orbits are well known (GriÆn & Duquen-noy, 1993). The orbital period derived from observations of 11 elipses between 1902 and1991 is 1258.59 days, i.e. about 3.45 years (Williams & Kaiser, 1991). GriÆn (1993)desribed 8 similar long-period systems, ontaining two omparable giants with knownspetrosopi orbits, but only OW Gem shows elipses, thus it remains the only systemwith preisely known masses for both omponents.Terrell et al. (1994) mounted an international photoeletri ampaign to observe thisstar during primary and seondary elipses in 1995. We answered their appeal but unfor-tunately, the analysis of this ampaign exlude our photometri data (Kaiser et al., 2002).In 1995 we observed OW Gem in UBVri bands with the 60 m Cassegrain reetor atPiwnie Observatory near Toru�n (Poland). We used a single-hannel diaphragm photome-ter with an unrefrigerated EMI 9558B photomultiplier. Our UBV response urves werevery lose to the standard Johnson's system, whereas our broad ri bands had signi�antlyshorter mean wavelengths: 6390�A and 7420�A, respetively. HDE 258848 was hosen asa omparison star and GSC 1332:0578 as a hek star, both suggested by Terrell et al.(1994). The auray of our measurements was about �0:m03 in U, �0:m02 in BVr and�0:m01 in i bands. Our observations during the primary elipse in 1995 are presented inFig. 1. Unfortunately, we only obtained a few observational points around the seondaryelipse in late 1995.One year ago, Derekas et al. (2002) reminded us again of this star by their observationsof the primary elipse at the turn of 2001=2002. So we deided to observe the seondaryelipse, whih took plae only a few months later, in Otober 2002, thanks to the largeorbital eentriity (e = 0:52). Before the publiation of Kaiser et al. (2002), only three Vmeasurements, 0:m1 below the average brightness of the star outside the elipse (Williams,1989), were known as photometri signs of the seondary elipse.In 2002, we made 24 measurements during 22 nights between Sept. 2 and De. 9whih gave quite a good time overage of the seondary elipse. The data were obtainedwith the same telesope equipped with a ooled Burle/RCA C31034 photomultiplier.The standard Johnson-Cousins UBV(RI)C system and two intermediate-band interferene�lters (FWHM � 100�A), \h"(loated at H�) and \"(loated in the ontinuum around4804�A) were used.
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Figure 1. The UBVri light urves of OW Gem during the primary elipse in 1995 with the best �tmodel (Thot = 7100K; Tool = 4950K; i = 89Æ). The neighbouring urves are shown with di�erent (�lledand open) irles for larity.

Figure 2. The UBV(RI)C light urves of OW Gem during the seondary elipse in 2002 with the best�t model (Thot = 7100K; Tool = 4950K; i = 89Æ). The neighbouring urves are shown with di�erent(�lled and open) irles. Crosses in the V light urve orrespond to Williams' (1989) observationsshifted to epoh 2002 with period 1258:d59.
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The auray of our measurements was �0:m03 in \h" and \", �0:m02 in UBVRCand �0:m01 in IC bands. The same omparison and hek stars were utilized as in 1995.Fig. 2. presents our light urves of the seondary elipse. The time of the mid-elipsewas in an agreement with the ephemeris given by Williams (1989). The depth of theelipse inreases with inreasing wavelength from about 0:m08 in the B up to 0:m2 in theIC . Our data obtained during the primary elipse in 1995 (Fig. 1) and espeially duringthe seondary elipse in 2002 (Fig. 2) are good omplements of the observations previouslyolleted by Kaiser et al. (2002) and Derekas et al. (2002).We have tried to �t a very simple model to our light urves. The sizes of both stars were�xed at values given by GriÆn & Duquennoy (1993): Rhot = 30R� and Rool = 35R�.The limb darkening was negleted and stellar uxes were approximated as blakbodies.The adjustable parameters were the e�etive temperatures of the hotter (Thot) and theooler (Tool) omponents and the impat parameter D whih measures the projeteddistane between the entres of stellar diss in the mid-elipse point. We took the timingsfrom Kaiser et al. (2002): JD 2449760.6 for the primary in 1995 and JD 2452570.9 forthe seondary in 2002.

Figure 3. The best �ts of orbital inlination i = io found for the primary (ontinuous lines) andi = itr for the seondary (dashed lines) elipses. Partiular lines are signed by the temperature of thehotter omponent Thot. The most probable solutions (thik line) are denoted by intersetions betweenlines orresponding to opposite elipses (when temperatures and inlination derived from both minimaare the same).
We have adopted three reasonable temperatures Thot for the F2 Ib-II omponent:6800K, 7100K, 7400K. The temperature of the G8 IIb omponent Tool has been hangedfrom 4500 K to 5500 K with a step of 100K. For eah pair of suh temperatures wehave found an impat parameter D giving the best �t to our observation in all UBVri orUBV(RI)C bands simultaneously. As a best �t riterion we used the minimum of the sumof normalized standard deviations in �ve bands �eU=�oU +�eB=�oB+�eV =�oV +�er=RC=�or=RC +�ei=IC=�oi=IC , where indies `e' and `o' orrespond to �ts during and outside the elipse,
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respetively. The narrow �lters h and  were omitted in these alulations in order tokeep the same weights for both minima.The spetrosopi orbit of GriÆn & Duquennoy (1993) gives the distane betweenthe stars during transit to be about twie that during the oultation: ro = 0:553aand rtr = 1:096a, where a is semi-major axis. The orbital inlination i an be derivedseparately for eah elipse: tan io = ro sin iDo = 0:553a sin iDotan itr = rtr sin iDtr = 1:096a sin iDtrwhere Do and Dtr are impat parameters during the oultation and transit, respetively.Adopting a projeted semi-major axis a sin i = 1052R� (GriÆn & Duquennoy, 1993)we have found the inlination for di�erent stellar temperatures �tted to both elipsesseparately (Fig. 3). Of ourse, the inlination obtained from primary and seondaryelipses must be the same, i.e. i = io = itr. This requirement orresponds to that shownin Fig. 3 at the intersetion between the solutions i = io(Thot; Tool) and i = itr(Thot; Tool)for oultation (primary) and transition (seondary), respetively. As a result, the orbitalinlination i = 89Æ is almost onstant and independent of the stellar temperatures . Thisis a onsequene of arbitrary assumed stellar dimensions from GriÆn & Duquennoy (1993)who found the same inlination. They also estimated temperatures of both omponents of7100K and 4800K. Nevertheless, our alulations show the temperature ratio Thot=Tool �1:43� 0:01, whih is signi�antly smaller than 7100=4800 � 1:48. Based on our valuesthe seondary omponent is likely to be hotter (about 4900� 5000K) whih agrees withthe suggestion by Derekas et al. (2002). Syntheti light urves for our most probableparameters are presented together with observations in Figs. 1 and 2.We will searh for better radii of both stars with the Wilson-Devinney ode, inludinglimb darkenings and models of stellar atmospheres for the alulations. Unfortunately,we need more and better observations outside the elipses, in partiular, lose to theperiastron where small deformations of stars annot be exluded. Additionally, hot andool spots on the supergiants' onvetive surfaes are very likely, whih an signi�antlya�ets the solutions.Aknowledgements: We are very grateful to Dr. Boud Roukema and to the referee,Dr. Laszlo Kiss for their English improvements in the text. This study was supported byKBN grant No 5 P03D 003 20.Referenes:Derekas, A., Kiss, L. L., Szab�o, Gy. M., F}ur�esz, G., S�arnezky, K., Heiner, Zs., 2002,IBVS, No. 5239GriÆn, R. F., Duquennoy, A., 1993, The Observatory, 113, 53GriÆn, R. F., 1993, The Observatory, 113, 294Kaiser, D. H., Henden, A. A, Dvorak, S., Garia-Melendo, E., Gomez-Forrellad, J. M.,Howell, J. A., Ko�, R. A., Kuebler, P., Lubke, G. C., Martin, B., Nelson, R. H.,Pullen, A. C., Terrell, D., West, D., Williams, D. B., Wolf, G. W., Zissell, R. E.,2002, IBVS, No. 5347Terrell, D., Kaiser, D. H., Williams, D. B., 1994, IBVS, No. 4102Williams, D. B., 1989, JAAVSO, 18, 7Williams, D. B., Kaiser, D. H., 1991, JAAVSO, 20, 231


